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Abstract

Transgenic mice expressing mutant forms of both amyloid-beta (A�) precursor protein (APP) and presenilin (PS) 2 develop severe brain
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myloidosis and cognitive deficits, two pathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). One-year-old APP/PS2 mice with high brain levels
f A� and abundant A� plaques show disturbances in spatial learning and memory. Treatment of these deteriorated mice with a systemic slow-
elease formulation of insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) significantly ameliorated AD-like disturbances. Thus, IGF-I enhanced cognitive
erformance, decreased brain A� load, increased the levels of synaptic proteins, and reduced astrogliosis associated to A� plaques. The
eneficial effects of IGF-I were associated to a significant increase in brain A� complexed to protein carriers such as albumin, apolipoprotein
or transthyretin. Since levels of APP were not modified after IGF-I therapy, and in vitro data showed that IGF-I increases the transport of
�/carrier protein complexes through the choroid plexus barrier, it seems that IGF-I favors elimination of A� from the brain, supporting a

herapeutic use of this growth factor in AD.
2005 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common cause of
ementia [18], is a disease of unknown etiology character-
zed by progressive memory loss, accumulation of extra-
ellular deposits of amyloid �-peptide (A�), and tauopathy
11]. However, the relationship between brain pathology
nd clinical symptoms is not entirely clear yet [5,16,20].
or instance, transgenic mice overexpressing mutated APP
howed poor correlation between A� plaques and cogni-
ive decline [15], while memory loss in AD models of
myloidosis can be rescued without reducing A� load [7].
s a matter of fact cognitive deficits correlate better with
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lower synapse density than with accumulation of plaques
[6].

Because there is a clear need for effective therapies in
AD, different animal models have been engineered to test
new drugs. Most of these models age-dependently develop
A� plaques and cognitive impairment [12,14]. Among these,
the APP/PS2 mouse model overexpressing mutant forms of
these human proteins develops progressive cognitive impair-
ment together with early appearance of abundant A� plaques
[25], making it a useful system to test the efficacy of new
therapies in reversal of AD-like disturbances. We have used
APP/PS2 mice displaying AD-like impairments to investigate
whether the cognitive and neuropathological disturbances
associated with amyloidosis could be reversed by treatment
with insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I), a neurotrophic hor-
mone that might be involved in the pathogenesis of AD
through its ability to regulate brain A� clearance [4]. As
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recently discussed [27], accumulation of A� in AD may be
due to impaired degradation/clearance rather than increased
production. Therefore, enhancement of A� clearance through
upregulation of A� carriers and transport through the blood-
brain-barriers [28] may be of therapeutic benefit in AD-
related amyloidosis.

2. Material and methods

2.1. In vivo treatments

One-year-old heterozygous APP/PS2 (congenic with
C57BL/6J mice through repeated back-crosses; see [32])
and wild type C57BL/6J male mice were used. At this age,
mutant animals already display A� plaques and cognitive
impairment [25]. Animals were kept under standard labora-
tory conditions following EEC guidelines. APP/PS2 mice
were treated for 3 months with an IGF-I (GroPep, Aus-
tralia) long-term release poly-lactide (Boehringer, Germany)
microsphere formulation that results in stable and prolonged
elevated blood IGF-I levels [1]. Subcutaneous (sc) injections
of IGF-I microspheres (at a dose equivalent to 50 �g/kg/day)
were given once every week as a suspension in sterile saline
solution. Blank microspheres were given to the control group.
At the end of the tenth week animals were tested in the water-
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situation will either disappear in the second day, or on the
contrary, will reveal a true lower ability to restore the learned
memory (see for example, Frisch et al., 2000, and our previ-
ous work, Carro et al., 2001). On the last day of the test, a
cued version protocol using a visible platform was conducted
to determine sensorimotor and motivational status of the
animals.

2.3. Immunoassays

Animals were perfused transcardially with saline buffer
or 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB,
pH 7.4) for biochemical and immunohistochemical analysis,
respectively. Western-blot (WB) and immunoprecipitation
were performed as described [24]. For WB of APP and C-
terminal fragment (C99), brains were extracted in Tris/EDTA
containing 8 M urea and protease inhibitors and immunos-
tained with the WO-2 antibody that recognizes APP and C99.
Streptavidin-peroxidase and ECL was used for detection.
Brain levels of A� and A� plaque-load were determined by
ELISA and immuno-morphometry, respectively, as described
[4]. To reveal A� plaques, coronal brain sections were serially
cut and pre-incubated in 88% formic acid. Plaque burden is
expressed as percentage of brain area covered with amyloid.
An anti-A� (MBL, Nagoya, Japan) that recognizes rodent
and human N-terminal A� forms was used for immunopre-
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aze and thereafter sacrificed. For evaluation of short-term
ffects of IGF-I on soluble brain A�, 2–3 or 6–10 months
ld APP/PS2 mice received four single IGF-I injections at
he same 50 �g/kg dose i.p. over 24 h and brain A� was
nalyzed thereafter. Additionally, the time course of A� low-
ring by a single IGF-I application was analyzed with 2
onths old APP/PS2 mice receiving a single 50 �g/kg IGF-
i.p. dose; brain A� was analyzed 2, 6 and 24 h thereafter,

espectively.

.2. Behavioral evaluation

Spatial memory was evaluated with a standard Morris
ater-maze test [21]. We followed procedures described pre-
iously [3] using intramaze and extramaze orientation cues
10]. After the animals were submitted to a 1 day habituation
rial (day 1), in which preferences between tank quadrants
n the different experimental groups were ruled out, for the
ubsequent 2–6 days the animals learned to find a hidden
latform (acquisition). The next day (day 7), a probe trial
ithout the platform was run to assess possible differences

n swimming speed and preference for the platform quadrant.
t days 16 and 17 animals were tested for long-term retention

memory) with the platform placed in the original location
n the water tank. Evaluation of retention scores was made
n 2 days to avoid the effect of a putative false extinction
fter 1 week of interval from the last day of acquisition (see
orris, 1984). In a single-day retention test animals may or

ot perform significantly worse than other groups, regard-
ess of their scores in the acquisition test. Typically, this
ipitations and detection of A� deposits. For detection of
uman A�, we used a human specific antibody to A� (6E10,
igma, Missouri) in the lower layer and anti-A�1–40 or anti-
�1–42-specific antibodies (Calbiochem, California) in the

op layer. To quantify both soluble and insoluble forms of A�,
amples were extracted with formic acid and centrifuged at
igh speed, and supernatants were assayed as described [30].
ntibodies used include anti-albumin (Bethyl, Texas), anti-

ransthyretin (Santa Cruz, California), anti-apolipoprotein J
Chemicon, California), anti-synaptophysin (Sigma), anti-
ynamin 1 (Santa Cruz), and anti-GFAP (Sigma). All were
sed at 1:500–1:2000 dilution. Secondary antibodies were
lexa-coupled (Molecular Probes, Oregon).
To measure gliosis associated to A� plaques, double fluo-

escence immunohistochemistry was conducted at the same
ime with all the antibodies, animal groups, and sections.
ll pictures were taken by the same experimenter using
Leica DMRB microscope with a 40× objective, double-

lind labeled, with a Nikon Coolpix 955 applying a fixed
igital zoom. Selected areas were analyzed with AIS soft-
are to obtain the area of positive surfaces. Data are pre-

ented as the ratio of GFAP+ area to A�+ area. Both areas
ust be inside the reference space. In turn, the reference

pace was a virtual circle centered in the midpoint of the
laque. The virtual circle radius was twice the radius of the
myloid plaque as determined in its sharp focus. This pro-
edure assured that (1) the measured fluorescence is truly
ssociated to plaques and is proportional to the size of
ach plaque; and that (2) whatever the size of each plaque,
he data represent the gliosis per plaque area unit, so the
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data were not depending on the relative plaque sizes, as
plaques vary widely in size while reactive astrocytes appear
similar.

2.4. In vitro blood-brain barrier assay

A double-chamber choroid plexus epithelial cell culture
system mimicking the blood-cerebrospinal (CSF) interface
[29], was used as described in detail before [4]. Epithelial
cells were seeded on transwell-clear filter inserts (Costar
Plastics, Massachussets) precoated on the upper side with
laminin (Becton Dickinson, Massachussets). In permeability
studies, blood-to-CSF flux was referred as basolateral-to-
apical transfer, whereas, CSF-to-blood flux was referred as
apical-to-basolateral transfer. For apical-to-basolateral anal-
ysis, 24-wells plate inserts covered by a confluent monolayer
of epithelial cells were placed into each well and 0.5 ml of
DMEM containing the compound or compounds of interest
was added to the upper compartment. Upper- and lower-
chamber medium was collected and analyzed by WB. For
basolateral-to-apical transport studies, after addition of the
different proteins in the lower chamber the medium was col-
lected from the upper chamber and processed as described.
Laminin-coated filters without cells were used in duplicate
as controls. Medium with A�1–40 (5 �g/ml, Calbiochem),
albumin (1 �g/ml, Sigma), or transthyretin (1 �g/ml, Cal-
b
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3. Results

3.1. IGF-I therapy reverses AD-like disturbances in
APP/PS2 mice

As seen in previous studies using a cued-water maze test
[25], 1-year-old APP/PS2 mice show cognitive deficits also in
the standard version of the water maze (Fig. 1). These deficits
were reversed by chronic treatment with systemic IGF-I
(Fig. 1; *p < 0.005 and **p < 0.05 versus control and IGF-I
treated). Thus, learning (acquisition) and memory (reten-
tion) scores in the water-maze were not different in IGF-I
treated APP/PS2 mice from those found in wild type con-
genic C57BL/6J mice. Locomotor (swimming speed) and
sensorimotor skills, as well as motivational state were indis-
tinguishable between both groups of APP/PS2 mice and
control C57BL/6J mice, as determined with the probe and vis-
ible platforms tests (not shown). Therefore, treatment during
3 months with IGF-I reverses spatial learning and memory
deficits in this mouse model of Alzheimer’s amyloidosis.

We next determined whether behavioral recovery after
IGF-I therapy was paralleled by changes in brain A� levels.
Quantification of A�1–40 and A�1–42 by ELISA shows that
both were significantly reduced by IGF-I (Fig. 2A; p < 0.05
and p < 0.01, respectively). Furthermore, amyloid burden
(determined by brain surface area covered by A� plaques)
w
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F therapy
p IGF-I c
w IGF-I)
( se that I
r 8; **p <
iochem) was added to either the apical (upper) or basolateral
lower) chamber for different periods of time. All measure-
ents were done in triplicate.

.5. Statistics

A t-test was performed when comparing two groups, and
one-way ANOVA was used for comparing multiple groups.
or behavioral analysis, a multiple measures ANOVA fol-

owed by a post hoc Tukey test was applied.

ig. 1. Cognitive impairment in APP/PS2 mice is ameliorated by IGF-I
erformance in learning the location of the hidden platform. Treatment with
ild type (F = 11.28; *p < 0.005 vs. wild type and APP/PS2 mice treated with

memory) deficits. Non-treated APP/PS2 mice performed significantly wor
etention test. IGF-I treated animals performed similarly to controls (F = 6.3
as also significantly reduced after IGF-I therapy (Fig. 2B,
< 0.01 versus vehicle-treated APP/PS2 mice). In addition,

he extent of gliosis determined by total brain GFAP levels
as modified after IGF-I (Fig. 2C) and the amount of reactive

stroglia associated with A� plaques appeared significantly
educed (Fig. 2C, p < 0.01 versus non-treated APP/PS2 mice).
eactive astrocytes surrounded every A� plaque and distal
ellular processes penetrated into the plaque (Fig. 2C). The
ecrease after IGF-I treatment consisted mainly in the amount
f GFAP+ cellular processes infiltrating the plaques related

. (A) In the water maze test APP/PS2 mice show significantly impaired
orrected this deficit: after IGF-I mutant mice performed similarly to control
. (B) In addition, only vehicle-treated mutant mice show long-term retention
GF-I-treated mice in the time to find the platform in the second day of the
0.05 vs. IGF-I treated and control wild type; n = 12–15 per group).
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Fig. 2. IGF-I therapy reduces AD-like biochemical disturbances in APP/PS2 mice. (A) Total levels of brain A�1–40 and A�1–42 in APP/PS2 mice were extracted
in 70% formic acid and measured by ELISA. Both significantly decreased after IGF-I treatment. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 vs. non-treated APP/PS2 mice (n = 5–6).
(B) Amyloid deposits in cortex of APP/PS2 mice are significantly decreased by IGF-I treatment (p < 0.05 vs. vehicle-treated APP/PS2). Murine (endogenous)
and human (transgenic) A� were detected with an antibody that recognizes both human and murine A�. Quantification histograms and representative consecutive
brain sections of IGF-I and vehicle-treated APP/PS2 mice are shown. Note the marked decrease in immunoreactive A� deposits found in the IGF-I treated
mouse. Cor: cerebral cortex, Hip: hippocampus, Th: thalamus, Hyp: hypothalamus. (n = 12–15). (C) IGF-I treatment reduced astrogliosis (stained with GFAP
in green) in brain cortex associated with A� plaques (identified with anti-A�, in red). **p < 0.01 vs. vehicle-treated APP/PS2 mice (n = 7). (D) Synaptic
proteins dynamin-1 and synaptophysin are significantly increased by IGF-I treatment in APP/PS2 mice. Representative WBs and corresponding densitometric
measurements are shown. Lower blot shows equal protein load as determined by an unrelated protein (p85PI3K). Values were corrected to total protein load.
*p < 0.05 vs. non-treated mutant mice (n = 12–15).

to the size of the plaque, rather than the number of astrocytes
per plaque.

Cognitive decline in AD is most likely related to synaptic
impairment [17]. In human patients, several proteins asso-
ciated to the synapse such as the synaptic vesicle proteins
dynamin 1 and synaptophysin are reduced [17,34]. Notably,
APP/PS2 mice showed reduced levels of both, that were nor-

malized by IGF-I (Fig. 2D; p < 0.05 versus treated APP/PS2
and control mice).

3.2. IGF-I favors elimination of Aβ from the brain

IGF-I regulates brain A� clearance through enhanced
A� carrier-mediated transport [4]. Therefore, we measured
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Fig. 3. IGF-I modulates clearance of A� in vivo. (A) WB of the A� carriers albumin, transthyretin (TTR) and apolipoprotein J (ApoJ) in A� immunoprecipitates
of brain cortex obtained from APP/PS2 mice. Protracted IGF-I treatment modified levels of the three A�/carrier complexes. **p < 0.001 and *p < 0.05 vs. vehicle-
treated APP/PS2 mice (n = 12–15). (B) The production of APP is not changed after 3 months of IGF-I therapy in 1-year-old APP/PS2 mice. WB of APP and A�

show unchanged APP/Actin ratio while, as expected, the A�/APP ratio was significantly decreased after IGF-I (**p < 0.01, n = 5–6 per group). (C) Repeated
administration of IGF-I for only 24 h is sufficient to produce a decrease in brain A� levels without affecting production of APP or its degradation (measured
by C99/APP levels). While total levels of APP and the ratio C99/APP are not changed, the ratio A�/APP is decreased while the ratio C99/A� is increased.
**p < 0.01 vs. vehicle-treated APP/PS2 mice (n = 12; 1-year-old mice). (D) Time course analysis after a single injection of IGF-I (50 �g/kg) shows a rapid
action of IGF-I in promoting elimination of brain A� as indicated by the corresponding changes in the A�/APP and C99/A� ratios 2 h after the injection of
IGF-I that return to baseline levels 6 h after the injection. **p < 0.01 vs. vehicle-treated mice (n = 10–13; 2-month-old animals).

the amount of brain A� complexed with A� carriers such
as albumin, transthyretin and apolipoprotein J after IGF-I
therapy. We observed that the A� complexes were signifi-
cantly increased in IGF-I treated APP/PS2 mice (Fig. 3A).
In turn, while IGF-I administration lowered A� levels
(Figs. 2A and 3B), it did not affect the production of APP.
After IGF-I therapy for 3 months, the normalized levels of
human APP were not changed in the brains of APP/PS2 mice
(Fig. 3B). Further analysis of the clearance actions of IGF-I
on brain A� levels showed that administration of IGF-I to
APP/PS2 mice for only 24 h is sufficient to lower brain A�
without affecting APP production or degradation (the latter
was measured by levels of C99, the �-secretase product of
APP degradation, see Fig. 3C). Similar results were obtained

in younger animals (not shown). The A� lowering effects
of IGF-I are very rapid and transient, as determined through
time-course analysis after a single injection of IGF-I which
showed that only 2 h after IGF-I injection the A� lowering
effect is visible whereas at 6 and 24 h it had disappeared
(Fig. 3D).

We next analyzed whether IGF-I induces transport of A�
across blood brain barrier cells using a double-chamber cul-
ture system that mimics the CSF-blood barrier [29]. These
experiments indicated that A� efflux is enhanced by IGF-
I, favoring CSF-to-blood transport (Fig. 4A, p < 0.01 versus
control dishes). Efflux of A� from the “CSF side” into the
“blood side” of the well was markedly increased after expo-
sure of the epithelial cells to IGF-I while the opposite route
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Fig. 4. IGF-I favors clearance of A� in vitro. (A) In vitro transport of
A� through a choroid plexus epithelial monolayer is modulated by IGF-
I. Addition of A� to the upper chamber (CSF side) and IGF-I in the lower
chamber (blood side) induces enhanced accumulation of A� in the lower
chamber (blood side). However, blood-to-CSF transit of A� was not signif-
icantly affected by the presence of IGF-I. **p < 0.01 vs. control dishes (C,
in the absence of IGF-I, n = 4). (B) In vitro transport of albumin and (C)
transthyretin (TTR) through the epithelial monolayer is markedly increased
by IGF-I in both directions, from the upper (CSF side) to the lower chamber
(blood side), and vice-versa. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

was modestly enhanced in the presence of IGF-I. In con-
trast, albumin and transthyretin transport across the epithelial
monolayer shows a more symmetrical behavior in response to
IGF-I. When either protein is added in the presence of IGF-
I, transport is favored, regardless of the direction analyzed
(Fig. 4B and C).

4. Discussion

The present results indicate that systemic IGF-I therapy
for 3 months reverses the impairment of spatial learning
and memory in APP/PS2 mice and reduces total brain A�
load. IGF-I treatment ameliorates also other AD-related dis-
turbances such as low synaptic protein levels in cerebral
cortex and plaque-associated gliosis. Based on these obser-
vations, and that IGF-I has recently been approved for several
rare human diseases, we consider that IGF-I therapy for AD
patients can be rapidly implemented.

The most important therapeutic goal in AD is to ame-
liorate cognitive disturbances, the clinically relevant deficit

in these patients, and the reason they are usually first diag-
nosed. Therefore, the ability of IGF-I to restore cognitive
function to normal levels in deteriorated animals is of thera-
peutic significance. In previous studies, APP/PS2 mice were
shown to develop both learning and memory impairments in
the water-maze test [25]. These observations were obtained in
mutant mice with a hybrid background (C57BL/6J × DBA/2)
using a cued-version of the Morris test that includes mem-
ory and learning tasks in the acquisition phase of the test.
In the present study we used congenic animals in the
C57BL/6J background and instead used the standard ver-
sion of the water maze to separate memory from learning
tasks. Therefore, regardless of their genetic background and
water-maze paradigm used, APP/PS2 mice have impaired
hippocampal-dependent cognition, a typical deficit seen in
AD patients. Most significatly, this was corrected by IGF-I
therapy.

We previously showed that IGF-I reduces brain A� plaque
formation in the Tg2576 mouse model of amyloidosis when
treatment was initiated prior to development of plaques [4].
In the present study we used APP/PS2 mice that have more
abundant plaques that appear earlier as compared to Tg2576
mice. This is because mutant presenilins accelerate plaque
formation and favor the production of amyloidogenic forms
[13]. Since we started treatment at 1 year of age, when
APP/PS2 mice already bear abundant plaques [25], we may
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onclude that IGF-I therapy not only inhibits A� accumu-
ation, but also eliminates already formed deposits. Thus,
reatment with systemic IGF-I appears to reduce brain amy-
oidosis in advanced stages of the process, reinforcing the
otion that it might be useful in AD patients at later stages of
he disease.

While there is not yet firm evidence of the mechanism
eading to brain A� accumulation in AD, decreased clearance
f A� from brain and CSF to the general circulation has been
uggested as its main cause [35]. However, this process is still
oorly studied. Since the production of A�, as determined by
easuring levels of its precursor APP, was not modified by

reatment with IGF-I, while total A� load was decreased, it
ppears that IGF-I, as recently shown by us [4] is favoring
learance of brain A�. This conclusion is further supported by
1) the presence of higher levels of A� complexed to its carrier
roteins after IGF-I therapy, (2) the acute decreasing action
f IGF-I on brain A� levels, (3) the absence of increased APP
egradation after acute administration of IGF-I, and (4) the
bility of IGF-I to promote outward efflux of A� through a
horoid plexus epithelial monolayer that mimics the CSF-to-
lood barrier.

All types of CNS injuries result in reactive gliosis [19,26].
ndeed, astrocytosis is another hallmark of plaque-associated
athology in AD. Well before the age of onset of IGF-I treat-
ent, at 9 months of age, APP/PS2 mice show the first signs

f an inflammatory process, mainly reactive astrogliosis cor-
elating with A� deposits [25]. While astrogliosis associated
ith A� plaques was markedly reduced after chronic IGF-
treatment, total gliosis appeared less affected. Again, the
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stage at which IGF-I treatment starts may be crucial to reverse
pathological alterations since in Tg2576 mice IGF-I abro-
gated also widespread gliosis when treated at earlier stages
of the process [4].

Brains of AD patients have reduced synaptic contacts and
lower levels of proteins associated to synapses [17,22,34].
As already mentioned, lower synapse density correlates with
cognitive deficits [6]. The finding that IGF-I increased levels
of dynamin 1 and synaptophysin, two proteins with impor-
tant functions in synaptic vesicle trafficking [23], suggests an
additional neuroprotective mechanism of IGF-I. For example,
in the absence of normal levels of dynamin 1, synaptic termi-
nals will become incapable of supplying adequate synaptic
vesicles resulting in altered synaptic transmission [33] and
memory loss [8]. Thus, enhancement of proteins involved
in synaptic function likely contributes to cognitive recovery
after IGF-I.

In summary, our findings confirm previous suggestions of
a potential therapeutic benefit of systemic IGF-I therapy in
neurodegenerative diseases [3,9,31], and, more specifically
in AD-related amyloidosis [2].
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